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A message from the Editor
Lesley Curry

Taputeranga Marine Reserve and the Sustainable Fish Guide
When we first moved to New Zealand my husband and I were keen to continue with our passion for diving,
initially in the diverse waters around Wellington where we lived. At first we were surprised to find that the
majority of divers dove for food. This was a totally new concept for us as it is not something we saw
practised widely in Europe. In fact we didn’t personally know a single diver in Europe who dived for food.

Photos: Taputeranga Marine Reserve Wellington – Wandering Anemone and Blue Cod
We were very impressed when the Department of Conservation introduced a Marine Reserve in Wellington
in an attempt to curb over-fishing in the area and a last ditch effort to help prevent what was fast becoming
a ‘kina barren’ along the very accessible South Coast dive sites around Island Bay. It was becoming
increasingly noticeable that the area was suffering and we saw less and less fish life with each dive.
When the Taputeranga Marine Reserve was introduced it was mostly well received by the general public but
was not without its grumbles. “A process of community consultation and application for the Marine Reserve
began in 1991 by the South Coast Marine Reserve Coalition and Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of
New Zealand. The Reserve was formally established in 2008” (credit – DOC), a mere 17 years after
conception.

Photos: Taputeranga Marine Reserve Wellington – Triplefin and Crab
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We count ourselves lucky to have had the opportunity to witness the outstanding recovery in the area over
the years since the Reserve was put in place. We saw life spring back into the area with every dive.

Photos: Taputeranga Marine Reserve Wellington – View into the F69 and Jason Nudibranch

The stunning south coast of Wellington

The majority of the divers we knew in Wellington were delighted with the Reserve and the results it was
achieving. We found that most divers strived for sustainability and more stringent fishing laws to protect the
oceans for future generations.
We’ve also found that the majority of divers we meet in Canterbury Underwater Club have exactly the same
goals. At the end of this newsletter is a ‘good fish guide’ to aid divers and fishermen in identifying what fish
in the ocean are sustainably caught and what’s on the endangered and critically endangered lists. Yes, it’s
not just our furry friends topside that are in danger of being wiped out by us!
This is a handy guide to help you all to choose wisely for yourselves and your families and to avoid
contributing to the extinction of species when out diving, spearfishing and fishing or even choosing fish in
the supermarket. Refer to the end of newsletter and happy fishing and diving! 
Some links with more info:
Taputeranga Marine Reserve - http://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/places-to-go/wellingtonkapiti/places/taputeranga-marine-reserve/
MCS Good Fish Guide - http://www.goodfishguide.org/
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Club Meeting Information
May Meeting Summary
The minutes from the May meeting can be found at the end of this newsletter.

Next Meeting – The After Hours Hangar, Orchard Road
Tuesday the 14th of June. Please arrive at 7:30pm; meeting starts at 8pm. This month we’ll be holding the
Canterbury Underwater Club quiz night which will commence straight after a short meeting.
There will be 8 subject categories and there are fantastic prizes that have been generously donated.
Bring along your quiz-savvy family members and friends to make up your teams!
Entry is $10 per person. This will include entry to the quiz, a free drink and supper. You can make up your
own group of four – six people per team, but there will also be the opportunity to form a team on the
evening.

It’s imperative that you let Lesley know (editor@canterburyunderwater.org.nz ) if you plan to attend and
how many will be on your team (or if you’re coming solo and plan to join a team on the night) so that
printing of answer sheets and placement of teams and tables can be arranged in advance.

We had a full house the last time so it’s sure to be another great night!
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Lodge Report
Please note that the lodge is fully booked from the 13th to the 18th June.

Trips and Events
Please make sure you check the website for trips and events or contact Mark Ewing or Gareth Halliburton on
the email addresses below if you have any trips queries.



Gareth - GarethHa@fcc.co.nz
Mark - m.ewing@ewings.co.nz

Some upcoming trips include;
 Mikhail Lermontov Trip – Show weekend (Now Full!)
 Fiordland 2017
 Solomon Islands 2018
Register your interest for upcoming trips with Gareth or Mark.
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June Recipe
Blue Cod Curry Pots
Ingredients














800g blue cod fillets, skinned, boned and diced into
3cm chunks
20mls olive oil
1 red onion, diced
1 clove garlic, minced
1 tsp green curry paste
4cm ginger root, grated or cut into small matchsticks
1/2 red chilli, finely sliced - optional
5cm lemon grass stalk, sliced and pounded in a mortar
and pestle
1 tin coconut cream
1 whole coriander root
2 tbsp fish sauce (approximately, adjust to taste)
1/4 cup water (if necessary)
chopped coriander to garnish

Method
1. Place a large frying pan on a medium heat. Add oil, onion and garlic and sweat for 5 minutes until
soft and transparent.
2. Add green curry paste, ginger, chilli and lemon grass and cook for 1 minute to release flavours,
stirring with a wooden spoon.
3. Pour in coconut cream, add whole coriander root and simmer gently for 15 minutes.
4. Place fish into the sauce and simmer for 5 minutes until cooked. Add a little water if the consistency
is too thick. Add fish sauce to taste (in Thai cooking this is the equivalent of salt), and remove
coriander root.
5. Serve in warm bowls accompanied with a side dish of steamed jasmine rice, garnished with chopped
coriander leaves.
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Safety section
The article below is from DAN (Divers Alert Network) about common ways of running out of air on a dive and
how to prevent it.

13 ways to run out of air and how not to
Our self-contained underwater breathing apparatuses are only useful as long as the tank contains sufficient
breathing gas. Scuba equipment allows us to breathe underwater, extending our ability to explore. Without
breathing gas, our time is limited by the dangers of asphyxia and drowning.

During dive training you learned how to:
Understand breathing gas needs
Calculate the limits of available gas
Monitor the remaining gas pressure
Return to the surface in a timely manner with enough gas to inflate your BCD

Even so, running out of breathing gas is the most common dive incident and the number one cause of diving
fatalities. Even the most skilled divers can make mistakes and run out of gas. In this guide, we’ll cover the 13
most common errors that lead to out-of-air emergencies and how to avoid these situations.

Understanding Breathing Gas Needs
Your breathing rate depends on your level of exercise and depth. The higher your level of exercise, the more
oxygen you need and the more CO2 you will produce. In order to flush the CO2 from your lungs while diving,
you must inhale breathing gas. The chart below shows the relationship between depth, pressure, exercise
and breathing gas requirements. The deeper the depth and the higher the level of exercise, the greater the
demand for breathing gas.
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By the Numbers
The Aluminium 80 is the most commonly used tank.
Specifications:
Internal tank volume: 11 litres (0.39 cubic feet).
Maximum pressure allowed: 3,000 psi (207 bar)
80 cubic feet = 2,265 litres (1 cubic foot = 28.317 litres)

The Most Common Causes of Out-Of-Air Emergencies
Lack of Awareness
1. Diving too Deep
Gas consumption increases dramatically with depth. Your decompression obligation builds quickly,
and you may need more gas for decompression stops. An Aluminum 80 is not meant for deco dives.
Running out of gas at depth puts you at risk of a long, hazardous emergency ascent. You can
maximize your time at shallower depths and easily reach the surface in the event of an emergency.
2. Staying too Long
Sooner or later you will consume your gas reserves. Determine in advance the tank pressure at
which you will need to turn back and start your ascent. During the dive, actively monitor your tank
pressure and turn back on time.
3. Working too Hard
Fighting a strong current, hunting or lacking buoyancy control can affect air consumption. Exertion at
depth may speed up depletion of your tank up to twenty times. If you are not accustomed to diving
in strong currents or surf, seek training prior to diving in these environments.
4. Not Monitoring Your Pressure Gauge
Be air aware: Monitor your air supply. Check your pressure gauge regularly and communicate your
supplies with your buddy.
5. Ignoring Anxiety as a Factor
Anxiety changes all calculations and may deplete tank reserves faster than vigorous exercise. Try to
maintain normal breathing, but if you do feel anxious, keep a closer eye on your gas supplies; it may
dwindle more rapidly than usual.
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Procedural Problems
6. Starting With Less Than a Full Tank
Regardless of how short an immersion you may contemplate, do not start your dive on less than a
full tank. Never descend to retrieve a lost piece of equipment or anchor if the tank is nearly empty.
7. Not Opening the Tank Valve All the Way
Open the tank valve all the way and check that breathing through the regulator does not cause the
pressure indicator to swing with each breath.
8. Frequent Depth Changes and BCD Adjustments
Yo-yo diving, or using your BCD frequently to move up and down in the water column, can quickly
deplete your gas supply. Yo-yo diving also increases risk of pulmonary barotrauma and
decompression sickness.
9. Omitting Predive Check and Buddy Checks
Use a printed predive checklist to prevent mental lapses—the mental checklist is an oxymoron.

Equipment issues
10. Regulator
Your gas consumption can be affected if…
Your regulator is hard to breathe from.
Your secondary regulator has a slow leak.
Your regulator starts to free-flow due to freezing or debris.
Your mouthpiece decouples from your regulator.
Your dive buddy accidentally knocks your regulator out of your mouth.
Take preventative steps...
Rinse your regulator after diving.
Conduct regular maintenance on your regulator and have all parts replaced that may have been worn off
or are out of date.
Secure your spare regulator—don’t let it drag on the bottom.
If your regulator starts to free flow, attempt to flush it; this may help if debris is to blame. Remember, you
can still breathe from a free-flowing regulator, but the gas will not last long, so you have to initiate the
ascent.

11. BCD
Inflator leaks or tears in your BCD can deplete your air. Rinse your BCD after diving and conduct
regular maintenance to prevent leaks.
12. Pressure Gauge
If your pressure gauge is integrated with your computer, a computer error may also affect the gauge.
If your tank pressure does not decrease with time of dive, you have a problem and should safely
terminate the dive. Make sure that your gauge is calibrated properly. Some gauges will not indicate
zero, even when the tank is empty. To avoid this problem, make sure you return to the surface with
the gauge indicating 500 psi or greater.
13. Burst O-ring or Hose
O-rings should be replaced regularly. Carry your own with you, and if you have a minor leak, replace
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the O-ring in question. Do not open your regulator on your own; this should only be done by a
certified maintenance professional.

Safety Tips
1. Maintain your equipment regularly and inspect any rental equipment carefully.
2. Use a written predive checklist and plan the maximum depth and duration of your dive that can be
safely achieved with the available supply.
3. Open the tank valve all the way. (Consider buying a tank with an open/close valve indicator.)
4. Conduct a predive test breath on your regulator and make sure your tank is full before the dive. Also,
check the gas line and complete an in-water buddy check before descending.
5. Carry an independent emergency gas reserve. Two independent gas sources are better than one. It
may help you in your own emergency or if another diver requests your breathing gas.
6. Monitor your tank pressure at regular intervals.
7. Stay within your dive training limits.
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8. Turn back when you exhaust half of your available gas supply and make sure you conserve enough
air for flotation on the surface.
9. Adjust your buoyancy in protected, shallow water. If you find you have buoyancy problems, abort
the dive and fix the problem.

Signalling
The universal signal for running low on air is a fist held close to the chest.

Safety Starts with You
This is an easily avoidable mistake that can carry serious repercussions. The best strategy is not to run out of
gas. If you run out of your gas toward the end of dive, your buddies are probably also low on gas and there
may not be enough supply to manage two stressed divers. Monitoring your gas supply is a simple step to
preventing a serious situation. Dive safely.
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Tech Section
TecFest 2016
TecFest 2016 was held up in Taupo and what a sell-out success it was! A number of club members made the
trip up for the weekend to try out exciting new gear, attend presentations and join in the fun with fellow
divers from all over the country.

TecFest NZ was organised and run by Brent McFadden (of Go Dive Marlborough) and Chris Clarke.
The success of the event attracted renowned speakers for TecFest 2016 including New Zealand’s own Dr.
Simon Mitchell, Wreck and Deep Reef explorer and photographer Pete Mesley, Underwater Archaeologist
Matt Carter, Technical diving instructor and instructor trainer Richard Taylor and Cave Diver and Explorer
Tom Crisp. Paul Ferguson from the Police National Dive Squad also did a presentation on diver safety at the
event.
In addition to the presentations, there were opportunities for divers to get in the water and try out
numerous technical diving equipment such as dry suits, twinsets, sidemount configuration, scooters and full
face masks.
TDI also ran an Intro to Tech course for a limited number of people free of charge and there were amazing
prizes given out over the course of the weekend including gear from Dive Rite, Shearwater, Oceandry and
Apeks.
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Phil, Laurence and Reuben enjoy the diving activities

Steve, Sean and Matt prepare for a scooter leisure dive
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Matt presents Maritime Archaeology in NZ

An awesome way to finish up a fantastic weekend
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Committee Notices
CUC Caps and Beanies
The Club has these fantastic caps and beanies for sale at just $17 each. Please contact somebody on the
committee if you’re interested in getting your hands on one as the weather turns cooler.

Links
For member and lodge booking information and upcoming event information check out our website:
http://cuctest.com/

Also visit our Facebook page for the latest trip reports and other news!
https://www.facebook.com/CanterburyUnderwaterClub

Oxygen Administration
The following club members are qualified to administer oxygen if the need arises on club dive trips.
Gareth Halliburton
Mark Ewing
Phil Baker
Lynette Baker
Laurence Sunshine
Melissa Alps
Colin Wadeson
Louis Kimber
Richard Chitty
Steve Curry
Lesley Curry

Club night supper and raffle prizes
Canterbury Stone Piling has offered to continue sponsoring the monthly club night suppers and raffle prizes.

For more information call 03 323 9960 or 027 323 9962
www.canterburystonepiling.co.nz
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Canterbury Stone Piling is a local specialist
ground improvement company focused on
providing high quality, economical,
engineered solutions to Christchurch’s TC3
land conditions allowing the use of more
traditional and affordable foundation
solutions without the need for excavations
and offers council consent exemptions at
no cost

Entertainment Book

The 2016 | 2017 Entertainment™ Books and Entertainment™ Digital Memberships are available now!

Discover thousands of valuable up to 50% off and 2-for-1 offers for many of the best restaurants, cafés, arts,
attractions, hotels, travel, shopping and much more – choose your way with the following:



The traditional Entertainment™ Book Membership that comes with the Gold Card and vouchers.
The Entertainment™ Digital Membership that puts the value of the Entertainment™ Book into your
iPhone or Android smartphone!

Available now, the NEW 2016 | 2017 Christchurch Entertainment™ Memberships still sell for just $65 and
you’ll receive over $20,000 in valuable offers you can use until 1 June, 2017.

20% of every membership sold contributes to our fundraising for land re-mediation and repairs to the
retaining wall! Help us achieve our goal by sharing this link with your Friends and Family. Thanks for your
support!
Please contact Wayne Lester on president@canterburyunderwater.org.nz or Mel Alps on
millymousealps@hotmail.com for a hard copy of the book.
Alternatively you can go online ,https://www.entertainmentbook.co.nz/orderbooks/1343k43, to get your
digital copy and help support the club's fundraising efforts!
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General Notices
Information on local and regional dive shops involved with the Canterbury
Underwater Club
Local
Deep Blue Diving
Deep Blue Diving is located at 251 Blenheim Road, Christchurch. Canterbury U/W club members receive a
discount on air fills, hydro and visual testing on proof of membership. Call Jun on 03 332 0898 for more
information or check out www.deepbluediving.co.nz

Dive HQ Christchurch
Dive HQ Christchurch is a PADI 5 star IDC centre located at 103 Durham St South, Sydenham, Christchurch.
Dive HQ have offered a percentage rebate to our club for all club member purchases made with the
exception of trips and items that are already on sale. Call the friendly team Free on 0800 DIVEHQ (348347),
03 379-5804 or check out their website www.diveskiworld.co.nz

Underwater Sports, Christchurch
Underwater Sports is a dive shop at 25 Coleridge Street, Christchurch. Contact Paul Roberts and the team on
03 964 4444 for all your recreational and commercial diving equipment needs or visit
www.underwatersports.co.nz
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Regional
Go Dive Marlborough - Picton
Go Dive Marlborough is an SDI/TDI and PADI diver training and charter facility. Canterbury U/W club
members receive a discount on air fills on proof of membership. The shop is located at 66 Wellington Street,
Picton in the RSA building. Call Free on 0800 GODIVE (463 483) or 03 573 7831 or visit www.godive.co.nz

Dive Kaikoura
Dive Kaikoura is a PADI 5 star dive centre located on Yarmouth Street, Kaikoura. Nigel and Kelly are
always on hand to cater for your diving needs. Call Free on 0800 348 352 or 03 319 6622 or visit
www.divekaikoura.co.nz

Dive Insurance

The Divers Alert Network (DAN) is your scuba diving safety association. DAN provides protection for scuba
divers with Worldwide Emergency Evacuation Coverage (with your DAN Membership) and optional Dive
Injury Insurance Plans, for chamber and hospital costs following a covered diving accident.
Joining DAN (Membership and Dive Injury Insurance) gives you peace of mind. It allows you to enjoy your
scuba diving knowing you will be looked after in the event of a diving incident, wherever you are in the
world, 24-hours a day, 7 days a week.
Why DAN? With 30+ years’ experience helping sick and injured scuba divers worldwide, DAN are the experts
in diving accident management. Visit http://www.danap.org/ for more information.

Expressions of Interest sought for the following activities:

 A winter fishing trip
 A refresher diving course run by the club at club night
 First aid course run by the club at club night
Please contact the committee at committee@canterburyunderwater.org.nz if you’re interested in any of
the above.
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Comedy Corner
The Christian Lion
Two guys are walking through a game park & they come across a lion that has not eaten for days. The lion
starts chasing the two men.
They run as fast as they can and the one guy starts getting tired and decides to say a prayer, "Please turn this
lion into a Christian, Lord."
He looks to see if the lion is still chasing and he sees the lion on its knees. Happy to see his prayer answered,
he turns around and heads towards the lion.
As he comes closer to the lion, he hears it saying a prayer: "Thank you Lord for the food I am about to
receive."

Talking objects
A man walks into a bar and sits down. He asks the bartender, "Can I have a cigarette?" The bartender replies,
"Sure, the cigarette machine is over there."
So he walks over to the machine and as he is about to order a cigarette, the machine suddenly says, "Oi, you
bloody idiot." The man says with surprise in his voice, "That's not very nice."
He returns to his bar stool without a cigarette and asks the bartender for some peanuts. The bartender
passes the man a bowl of peanuts and the man hears one of the peanuts speak, "Ooh, I like your hair."
The man says to the bartender, "Hey, what's going on here? Your cigarette machine is insulting me and this
peanut is coming on to me. Why's this?"
The bartender replies, "Oh, that's because the machine is out of order and the peanuts are complementary."
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Xanto’s Column

Xanto is the Canterbury Underwater Club’s Resident Spy. Below is his report on goings on!
Hi, I was busy keep an eye on club members who made the trip up to Taupo for this year’s TecFest…. and
they did not disappoint…
If you’re going to bring a scooter out for a dive then it’s probably worth checking the battery is connected
before gearing up and jumping in the water, otherwise you’re just bringing along more weight!
If you’re going to bring a scooter out for a dive it’s probably worth ensuring there’s enough juice in the
battery to get you back to shore, unless you like long swims 
Some members decide that catching up on their beauty sleep after a dive was more important than
attending the seminars and try dives. The beauty sleeps didn’t work….ahem
Don’t be indecisive when ordering kebabs from Jabies in Bulls or you could end up with more than meat and
salad in your kebab…
If you’re planning on diving a wreck early in the morning make sure you don’t polish off 3 bottles of wine by
yourself the night before leaving yourself incapacitated and unable to dive…

The CUC Quizzler
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the national animal of China?
Through which capital city does the river Liffey flow?
What two seas are joined by the Suez Canal?
Where was the first subway built?
Giovanni Agnelli is the founder of which car company?

Answers at the end of the newsletter
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Canterbury Underwater Club Inc - Lodge Information
The Canterbury Underwater Club Lodge offers a fantastic facility to both members and non-members with
dedicated boat parking, gear washing facilities, fish filleting stations, crayfish cooker and a communal
cooking and living area.
The lodge can sleep a maximum of 20 people in its five rooms,
specific rooms can be requested when booking but may
change to accommodate the numbers of person in a party.
The Annex rooms (11 to 16) can sleep up to 16 people and will
be reserved for members only unless the entire Lodge has
been pre-booked for a Group.
This will not apply to holiday weekends and may be varied for
either of the above if the lodge is only or likely to be partially
occupied during your stay.
Please *remember* that you need to bring your own linen and bedding.

Member Rates
Members and Partners $15.00 per person per night
Child 5-17 years
$5.00 per child per night
Child Under 5
Free

Member Cancellation Policy
Prior to mid-day on the day of arrival
No Charge
Later than mid-day on the planned day of arrival
1 night charged
Cancellation of a Booking for a holiday weekend must be done 3 days prior to the planned day of arrival or a
two night penalty charge will apply if the beds booked cannot be re-let. The booking agent will advise the
Treasurer and Secretary in these events.

Non-Member Rates
Adult
$26.00 per person per night
Child 5-17 years $10.00 per child per night
Child Under 5
Free
Vouchers can be used for non-members (for a stay when accompanied by a member) but will be redeemed
at the non-member price.

Non-Member Cancellation Policy
Cancellation of bookings and refund of deposits will be as per standard motel practice for Groups or
Individuals.

Lodge Booking Information
Bookings are handled by the Norfolk Pine Motel. To lessen the impact on them in the running of their own
business, we kindly ask that you respect the following instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

E-mail is the preferred booking method.
Phone bookings should be made no later than 7pm and no earlier than midday.
Please do NOT use the motel’s 0800 number; doing so will incur a $4 charge.
Please let Norfolk Pine know how many people in your group so they can allocate beds and also the
member/non-member make up of your party.
5. Payment must be made upon collection of keys – Vouchers, Cash or Cheque only please, NO EFTPOS.
6. Uplift keys before 8pm; please phone them if you are running late.
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Ron Zhang , Norfolk Pine Motel
124 The Esplanade
Kaikoura
p: 03 319 5120
f: 03 319 6405
e: norfolkpine@clear.net.nz

General Lodge Rules and Obligations for ALL Users












No Pets of any description to be taken onto or into any part of Club Lodge facilities unless the
committee receives a request in writing prior to staying in the Lodge and approves pets to be there
under special circumstances only.
Any visiting guests may not over-night at the lodge unless booking and registration is completed at
Norfolk Pine Motel prior to 8.00 pm and it does not interfere with any other persons booking.
No smoking is permitted at the Club Lodge.
Alcohol consumption is permitted in moderation.
General noise to be kept to a minimum late in the evening to be respectful to others staying at the
lodge.
No undersize Fish/Crayfish/Shellfish or excess quota of any species to be kept at the club lodge.
BBQ and Crayfish Cooker are only to be used outside.
Clean up when you leave. There are no cleaners. We are totally reliant on club users.
Keys must be returned to Norfolk Pine on the day of departure, lost keys will incur a $25.00 fee.
Please direct any complaints (other than minor booking issues), suggestions or issues with the lodge
facilities to a committee member.

These conditions of use of the Lodge are authorized by the President, Treasurer, and Secretary of the
Canterbury Underwater Club Inc. and take effect from 01-06-2015.
Signed on behalf of the executive of the committee:
Mark Buckland - Treasurer
Dated: 01-06-2015 Updated 01-06-2015
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Committee Members 2015 – 2016
Committee members are here to help if you have any questions about the club or any of our facilities.

Position

Name

Contact Details

President

Wayne Lester

p: 03 342 4949 m: 021 436 913
e: president@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Vice President

Warren Price

p: 03 354 5522 m: 0274 821 866
e: warren@bfis.co.nz

Secretary

Lynette Baker

p: 03 965 3454 m: 021 058 3566
e: secretary@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Treasurer

Mark Buckland

p: 03 322 9335 m: 027 706 5516
e: treasurer@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Support Treasurer

Ted Loughnan

e: tedloughnan56@gmail.com

Editor

Lesley Curry

m: 021 246 4689
e: editor@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Committee
Lodge Custodian

Phil Baker

p: 03 965 3454 m: 0272 555 074
e: unfehlbar@xtra.co.nz

Committee
Trips Co-ordinator

Mark Ewing

p: 03 980 3002 m: 021 222 1672
e: m.ewing@ewings.co.nz

Committee
Trips Co-ordinator

Gareth
Halliburton

m: 021 668 412
e: garethha@fcc.co.nz

Committee

Laurence
Sunshine

m: 022 487 3906
e: laurencesunshine@gmail.com

Committee

Melissa Alps

p: 022 0842 716
e: millymousealps@hotmail.com

Committee

David Jones

p: 03 3603066 m: 027 447 3437
e: david.jones@z.co.nz

Committee

Steve Curry

m: 027 323 9962
e: stephencurry50@gmail.com

Assistant Lodge Custodian
(non-Committee)

Ian Waite

p: 03 308 8866 m: 021 355 379
e: ianwaite@canterburyunderwater.org.nz
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CANTERBURY UNDERWATER CLUB
Minutes of Club Meeting – 10th May 2016
Meeting opened 8.00 pm
Wayne opened the meeting, thanked everyone for attending.
Approximately 30 attended

Guests: Kirsty Thompson, Taryn Murray, Carl Shrimpton
Apologies: Lesley and Steve Curry, Laurence Sunshine, Phil Baker, Gareth Halliburton, Mark Ewing, Jo
and Rod McKay, Richard Chitty, Sarah Bray, David Potts, Chris Glasson, J Smith, Jono S.
Apologies accepted by Wayne, Seconded by Warren

Reading and Approval of Previous club Meeting Minutes from: 12.4.2016
The minutes were taken as read and accepted. Moved by Wayne and seconded by Ted

Matters arising from previous minutes: None
Trip reports/events:
Club trips – No report as all trip organisers away
Member Dives
 Kenneth B – Motanau very good diving with a lot of Crays with eggs
 Warren Price – Motanau – Very good diving, a lot of Crays and variety of fish
 John S – Port Levy Heads - Vis about 1 meter, plenty of Crays but no butterfish

General Business
Birth: Michael Lester’s son has been born a few weeks ago. Congratulations to them from the club.
Entertainment Book: Mel will now be organising the entertainment books this year and she will be picking
them up Thursday. People can collect them from Dive HQ. Wayne reminded members that this is the only
form of fundraising we do and to please support the club and encourage your friends to buy from us.
Kaikoura Lodge: 7 single beds and 1 double Bed have been purchased and will be delivered to the lodge.
Warren K enquired about the old ones. New beds are to replace the old hospital beds
Dive Tec hangers: David Jones showed the members the new Dive Tech hangers and informed members
that these will be on sale and will generate some revenue for the club. These hangers can hold up to 30kg of
weight and proving to be very popular overseas.
Financial Report: Dave Alexander asked if the treasurer could include a financial report to club members.
Lynette suggested that a brief report could go in the newsletter every month with the club minutes.
Dive Refresher Courses: Dave Alexander asked the committee to consider organising dive refresher courses
for club divers as a safety exercise; this would assist with our safety record and help avoid accidents and
deaths. Lengthy discussion held.
Paul Roberts offered to run theory components free a club night and members could then go and practice
the skills at a lake or hire a pool.
Warren Price suggested we ask members in the newsletter if they were interested in refresher courses
being organised by the club.
Lynette also mentioned that the committee were exploring the idea of training more people to use the O2
kit and be trained as a Rescue diver. Dave argued that he was thinking more of preventing accidents then
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knowing what to do after one occurred. Lynette suggested the club needed to do both.
Quiz Night: This is next month, run by Lesley. Lynette mentioned that Lesley has gone to a great amount of
effort to organise it. Wayne and Lynette encouraged people to get a team together, and it was a great fun
night. Cost is $10 a person but answers can be bought so bring extra change.
Freedom Campers: Mark Buckland mentioned that he had read an article that divers and others were
toileting on the edges of lake Coleridge and not picking up after themselves. He asked members to be
considerate

Meeting closed 8.30pm
Wayne called the official part of the meeting closed and welcomed David Jones to speak on the Poor
Knights Club trip.

Raffle
1st – Paul Roberts (Wine), 2nd – Wayne Lester (Wine), 3rd – Wayne Lester (Wine), 4th Warren Kelly
(Chocolates), 5th – Peter Kraak (Wine) 6th Mark Buckland (Chocolates)

The CUC Quizzler Answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The giant panda
Dublin
The Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea
London
FIAT
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